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Source: as of October 2021 per bank websites

OD Fee max # 
per day

max $ 
per day

Extended 
OD Fee

grace 
amount

grace 
period

2022 Changes

$35 3 $102 $50 $0 for NSF; 1 day grace period; early direct 
deposit

$35 4 $140 $1 $0 for NSF; reducing OD fee to $10; $0 OD 
transfer fee

$35 3 $105 9 am next 
day

$0 for NSF; early direct deposit

$34 4 $136

$36 4 $144 $36 - 8 
days

$0 for NSF; $50 grace amount; 24 hour grace 
period; smart alerts

$36 6 $216 $36 - 7 
days $5

Truist one account with no OD fees; credit 
lines up to $750; “alternative account” 

available with no OD Fees 
$36 - OD 
$0 - NSF 1 $36 $5 24 hour already had low cash mode - alerts, grace 

periods, and transaction controls

$35 3 $105 $10 24 hour grace period; $50 grace amount; 
balance alerts

$35 1 $35 $5 next day 
grace

eliminating all OD Fees; will approve  overdrafts up to 
unspecified amount if you’ve deposited $250 in 2 out of 

previous 3 months; already had early direct deposit
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“The bigger shops are the ones 
waiving fees, because they can 

handle the loss of revenue, while the 
little ones cannot.” 

Mike 
Banking Industry Executive





Advances SpotMe Cash Out Instacash

early direct deposit 
cash advances as alternative to OD fees 



11 million























$6 per month
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Buy Now, Pay Later



Source: Sensor Tower; The State of Payment Apps Whitepaper
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$100 B



Age Group Used BNPL  
2019

Used BNPL 
2021

Gen Z (21-25) 6% 36%

Gen Y (26-40) 17% 41%

Gen X (41-55) 9% 30%

Baby Boomers (56-75) 1% 18%

Total BNPL Purchases ($ in billions) $20.3 $99.4

Which generations are using BNPL? 

Source: Cornerstone Advisors



Once upon a time…













Buy Now, Pay for it Later 

























https://www.stilt.com/blog/2021/03/vast-majority-crypto-buyers-millennials-gen-z/





100m downloads 
36m active users  
7m debit cards 

#1 app in App Store 
89m users  

$547B Q4 trade volume 





6 min 36 seconds







strategycorps.com/
revenue-engine

https://strategycorps.com/revenue-engine/
https://strategycorps.com/revenue-engine/








Dave DeFazio
Partner
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